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DARBOUX MOTIONS IN £„ 
ADOLF KARGER, Kuwait 
(Received November 21, 1977) 
Let two euchdean spaces £„ and £„ of dimension n be given. Let us fix an ortho-
normal frame ^o = {^oJu ••-,/«} in E„ and RQ == { Л . / ь ••-./«} in £„• Let G be 
the Lie group of all euchdean transformations in the n-dimensional euclidean space 
regarded as the group of all square (n + l)-matrices g of the form 
where y e 0{n) and t is SL column with n entries. By a frame we shall mean in the 
following an orthonormal frame in £„ or £„. The group G acts naturally as the group 
of euclidean transformations from £„ to E„ by the rule g{Ro) = Ro - 9 and every 
frame JR or Я in E„ or £„, respectively, can be written in the form R = RQ . gi or 
R = RQ . g2, where g^, gz^ G. A curve g(t) on G regarded as a one-parametric 
system of euclidean transformations from E„ to £„ is called a euclidean motion in £„. 
Let now g e G. Then by the fibre Fg of ^ we mean the set of all pairs [R, R) of 
frames such that R is in E„, R is in E„ and g{R) = Я. Let further R = RQ . g^, R = 
= RQ.g2' Then [R,R)eFg iff д^дг^ = Q- (Direct calculation gives д{Щ— 
=- ör(^o . 0̂ 2) = 9{К) '92 = Ro ' 992 = Ro-9i and so g = g^ . g2^) 
Let us suppose we are given a motion g{t) in E„, defined on an interval / , which 
is differentiable sufficiently many times. By a lift oï g[t) we mean a set of pairs {R{t), 
R{t)) of frames such that {R(t), R{t)) e F^(j) for each t in / , also with a sufficient degree 
of differentiability. Let such a lift of g(t) be given. Then we denote S = g~^ dg, 
S = dg . g~^, dR = Rep, dR = RiJ/, where 5, S, (p, ij/ are g-valued 1-forms on / , 
q denotes the Lie algebra of G and (p = gï^ dg^, Ф = g2^ dg2. lf{Ri, Ri) is another 
lift of g{t), we have R^ = RQ . y^, R^ = RQ . y2, where у^у2^ = g{t), y^, 72 e G and 
so gi = y^h Sind g2 = ^2^ foi" some he G. Taking differentials, we get for the cor­
responding forms (pi and ф^ 
(1) cp - ф = /ï"^(9i - îAi) / i , (p + ф = h-\cp^ + il/i)h + 2/г-1 dh . 
So let us denote œ dt = ^((p — ф), tj dt = ^((p + ф). Then (p = {11 + со) dt, ф = 
= (rj — œ) dt. 
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By a point or a vector in £„ we shall mean a column of n 4- 1 entries with the first 
one equal to one or zero, respectively. If Л is a fixed point in E„, we have Я = RX, 
where X is the column of coordinates of Л in К and the trajectory g[Ä) of Ä satisfies 
g(Ä) = RX, because g(R) = R. Taking derivatives we get 
Ä' = 0 = RX + RX' = Rl^X + X'] and so X' = - ^X . 
^dt J dt 
Furthermore, 
(д(А)У = R\X + RX' = R^ - R^ = 2RmX 
dt dt 
is the expression for the tangent vector of the trajectory of Ä with respect to R, 
Let us denote by ^Q the operator of the /c-th derivative of the trajectory of A with 
respect to the frame R, write {g[Ä)Y^^ = 2R ^QX. 
Then 
(^(^)f+1) = 2R[(co-\- пУ^ + 'Ц^^ -П) + С^̂ У] 
and we get the following recurrent formulas 
(2) ^f2 = CO , ^^^Q = {(D + r\)^Q + ^Q{(D - n) Л- {Щ'. 
Defiinition 1. A motion g{t) in £„ will be called a Darboux k-motion iff 
1. the trajectory of any point is contained in a subspace of £„ of dimension к and 
at least one of them is not contained in a subspace of dimension к — 1, 
2. all trajectories are affine equivalent in kinematical sense, which means that there 
is a trajectory X{t) such that to every other trajectory Y(t) there is an affine trans­
formation (not necessarily regular) ^ of E„ such that Y{t) = j /Z( r ) for all t e I. 
Theorem 1. Ä euclidean motion g{t) in E„ is a Darboux k-motion iff there are 
functions ai(r), ..., a^(f) such that 
(3) ^^'''Q = 'Z^i'^ 
i = i 
and ^Q, ...j^Q are linearly independent. 
Proof. Let X{t) be the trajectory such that Y{t) = séX{t) for every other trajectory 
Y{t), where of course se depends on Y. Taking derivatives with respect to r, we get 
Y^'^{t) = ^я/X^^\t), There is also a trajectory, say Z(^), which is not contained in 
a subspace of dimension k. This means that there is ô such that the vectors Z'^tg), ... 
..., Z^^\to) are linearly independent. Because Z^%to) = j^X^^\to) for i = 1, ..., k, 
we see that the vectors X'{to), ...,X^^\to) are also linearly independent; this means 
that X{t) is not contained in any subspace of dimension к — 1. Because Y^'^ = 'QY 
and ^Q is a continuous operator (in fact it is Hnear), there is a neighbourhood U of 
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X{to) such that У"> are linearly independent in U. Take F i n U. Then У'*^^' = 
= Y.'^iY) 7<'> and of course Z(*̂ +»> = J^a..(Z) Z«'' for all t in a certain interval 
i 
around 0̂- Then 
and so Y{4^) - ^ii^)) ^̂ '̂̂  = 0 in I/. This gives a^(Z) = а,(У) in (7. So we have 
y(/c + i) ^ ^a,.y^^ where oc^ = const, in V. Then ^ + ^ ^ 7 = ^a,- ' 0 7 in 17. If we now 
take the partial derivative with respect to the coordinate x„ (a = 1, ..., n) at X of the 
last equation, we get ^"^^07 = ^a,- 'QY for all 7 and so ^ + ^0 = J^a^ 'Q where a,-
does not depend on Z in a certain interval around IQ. 
The proof that (3) is sufficient for a motion to be a Darboux /c-motion is easy, 
because the solution of the differential equation Z^̂ "̂ ^̂  = Y^^iX^'^ depends on a point 
and к vectors, which means that the solutions are affine equivalent and /c-dimensional. 
Because ^ß, ..., ^ß are linearly independent, not all of the solutions can lie in sub-
spaces of dimensions less then k. This completes the proof. 
From the definition of the Darboux /c-motion we see that if the condition (3) is 
satisfied for one lift of g{i), it is satisfied for all of them. Also if we change the para-
meter t, the validity of (3) will remain unchanged. It is also easy to check that there 
are no Darboux 1-motions in E^ apart from translations. 
In what follows we shall classify all Darboux 2-motions in E„. From the beginning 
let us exclude translations as a trivial case. Matrices со and ц can be written in the form 
(4) CO = ' , /y = ' where со. Ф 0 , 
(jy^rii are skew-symmetric n x n matrices, COQ, ̂ o are columns. Equations (3) for 
the Darboux 2-motion can be written in the form 
(5) ^Q = - 4 a i ^Q + a2^Q . 
Let us denote 
^0, 0 
(3) will then change to 
(6) Ч = cOo , '^'^ = (со, + ni) '^ + 'e{œ, ~ rjo) + (Щ' , 
^(9 = coi , '"^'e = (coi + rj,) 'в + 'e{œ, - rj,) + {'ву . 
Changing the lift of g(t), we can assume that there is a natural number k, 1 ^ к ^ 
g in, such that œ^ is of the form 
[со,,, 0\ 
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where co î is a regular 2k x 2/c matrix of the form 
0, -D 
D, 0 
with D = {Aj,..., Afc} diagonal and CDQ is of the form 
where COQI = 0 is a 2/c x 1 matrix and cOo2 is an [n — 2/c) x 1 matrix with all 
entries except possibly the first one equal to zero. Rearanging vectors in the frame 
and changing the parameter t we can achieve 1 = Â  ^ Я2 g ... ^ A/t > Ö- The 
group HI which preserves our specialization is the subgroup of all elements g e G 
of the form 
(7) 
where y^ e 0(2/c), y2 ^ ^(w — 2/c), t is an {n — 2k) x 1 matrix and 
7iC0ii = C0ii7i , У2СО02 = coo2 • 
Denote 
\^2U П12) \П02 
where ц^ is a skew-symmetric 2/c x 2/c matrix, /̂22 is a skew-symmetric (n — 2/c) x 
X (n - 2/c) matrix, YI^2 = -^/Ii» where T denotes the transpose, ?/i2 is a 2/c x 
X (n - 2/c) matrix, ?]oi is a 2/c x 1 and ?/o2 is an (n - 2fe) x 1 matrix. Equations 
(6) will read as follows: 
Write 
^lU ^ 1 2 \ iQ ^ I '^Ol 
the size of matrices of the splitting is similar as above. Then 
(8) 'в,, = ш , 1 , i6),2 = '6)2i = '<5)22 = 0 , 
^^11 = 2û>ii + rjiiO)^^ - coii^iu + Ша , ^012 = -û>ii?7i2 . 
^©21 = ^/г!*^!! , ^022 = О, 
^012 = -3a)?iJ7i2 - ^ПиЩхПи + û)ii^ii^i2 + û>ii^i2^22 -
- Û>U^?12 - ( û > l l ^ l 2 ) ' , 
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Because ^0 2 + (^^^i)"^ = ^^12 + (^^21)^ = О, we must have also ^0,^ + 
+ (3(92j)î^ J o . But ^^ii + (^^21)^ = ~^(^\ini2 and so /̂,2 = 0- Using this fact 
we get further 
( 8 a ) ^6)12 = '<^2 i = ' ^ 1 2 == ' ^ 2 1 = ' 6 ) 2 2 = 0 , 
30 ^ ^ 2niMi - 3cûliflii + 6cOi^co[^ + 4coJi + ?/?iû>ii + cOuT/ii -
( 9 ) l^Q^ = 0 , ^^02 = <^02 ' ^01 = -<^11^01 » '^02 = ^22^01 + ^ 0 2 » 
3 ^ ^ ^ = Г]1г^02 + ^ 2 2 ^ 0 2 + ('/220^02 + О02) ' • 
Let us denote 
la\ /0, -^), - т Л 
Ö>02 = 0 h ^22 = Ь, О, - П [ , 
\оу \т, «1, ^2 / 
where а, b е R, т, ^i are (п — 2/с - 2) x 1 matrices, ^2 is an {n — 2k ~ 2) x 
X {n - 2k - 2) matrix. Equations (4) yield - 4 a i ^^02 + «2 ^^02 = ^^02- Sub­
stituting from (9) we get 
(10) -4aia;o2 + о̂ 2(?722<̂ о2 + ^̂ 02) = ^22Û>02 + ^22^02 + (̂ 22^^02 + ^^02)' • 
Writing (10) explicitly we get 
M /""' \ l-{b^ + гп'^)аЛ- a" \ 
(11) - 4 a i 0 + a2 ba = ha' - n{ma + {ba)' 
\oj \maj \ ma' + (n^b + П2т) a + (та)'/ 
Now we have to distinguish between three cases: 
a) a Ф 0. Then the matrices 72 from (7) form the group 0(n — 2k — 1), 
У2 U J' 
where 73 e 0{n — 2k — 1) and 72 acts on the first column v of /̂22 in the natural 
way, V = 722t̂ , where 
/ 0 ' 
As the orthogonal group is transitive on directions, we can change the hft of g{t) 
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in such a way that m = 0 and Ь ^ 0. Then (11) will change to 
(a\ fa'\ l-b^a + a" 
(12) - 4 a i 0 + a2 bfl = ba' + [ba]' . 
\0/ \0 / \ пМ I 
al) Let Ь Ф 0. Then n^ = 0. Using a suitable lift of g{t) we can achieve «2 = 0' 
r\o2 = 0- So in this case we can restrict ourselves to the dimension 2k + 2. 
a2) Let now Ь = 0. Then there is no restriction on 0[n — 2/c — 1); choosing a suit­
able lift we get n^ = 0, «2 = 0, ?7o2 = 0- We can restrict ourselves to the case 
of the dimension 2k + 1. 
b) a = 0. Then (12) is automatically satisfied and there is no restriction on jj,. 
у2 e 0(n — 2k). Using a suitable lift, we get /702 = 0? ^22 = ^ and the dimension 
can be restricted to 2k. For œ and ц we get in the above mentioned three cases: 
al) (X) 
/0, 0, 0, 0\ /0, 0, 0, 0\ 
0, coii, 0, 0 ^ P/oi, niu 0, 01 
a, 0, 0, o r ^ 0, 0, 0, -b\ 
lO, 0, 0, 0/ \0 , 0, b, 0/ 
/0, 0, 0\ /0, 0, 0\ 
a2) CO = 0, coii, 0 , ^ = Uoi , ^11, 0 
\a, 0, 0/ \0, 0, 0/ 
\0 , соцу \?7oi, ^11 
Let us suppose that we have removed from the hst of Darboux 2-motions in the 
eucHdean space of a dimension n all such Darboux 2-motions, which are already 
listed under a certain dimension less then n. By this we mean that our motion in E„ 
is not a product of a Darboux motion in a proper subspace of £„ and the identity 
in the direction of the orthogonal complement. This allows us to treat all three 
cases al , a2, b as the case al only, provided that the last one or two zero rows and 
columns are removed if necessary. Equations (12) will then reduce to 
(13) -Aoi^a + 0L2a' = -ab^ + a", 0L2ab = ab' + 2ba', 
where we can suppose a ^ 0, Ь ^ 0. 
The remaining isotropy group is Hi , where g e H[ is of the form 
9 == 
(K 0, 0, 0\ 
0, y „ 0 , 0! 
tu 0, 1, Ol 
[h, О, о, 1/ 
where f̂ , 2̂ е Я are constants and угО^ц = (ОцУг-
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This means that the cases al) and a2) are singular in the sense that the Frenet 
frame is not uniquely determined. It remains now to solve equations (5) for ^Q ̂  and 
в ц . Write 
^0, - D ^ 
as before and 
fN + X, -M + Y 
^^^ \M + 7 , N - Xj' 
where Л̂ , X, Y are skew-symmetric, M is symmetric and all of them are /c x /c ma­
trices. Let us denote by 'S the symmetric part of 'Оц, i = 1, 2, 3. Then from (5) 
we have 
- 4 a i ^S + a2^5 - ^ 5 . 








/D^N - ND^ + D^X - XD^, MD^ - D^M + D^Y - YD^ 
\D^M - MD^ + D^Y- YD\ D^N - ND^ + XD^ - D^X 
- ^ 0 , DD' 
Taking elements on the main diagonal only, we get 
-2a2D^ = -6DD' . 
Because Я̂  = 1, we have X\ = 0 and so a2 = 0 and D' = 0. From (14) we now have 
(15) ND^ - D^N = MD^ - D^M - ZD^ - D^X = YD^ - D^Y = 0 . 
Let Al, ..., Я^ be all different elements from D, the multiplicity of À^ in D being k^, 
m 
a = 1, ..., m, where ^ ^a = ^- Let further M^ß, N^ß, X^ß, Y^ß be appropriate splittings 
a = l 
of M, iV, X, У into block matrices of size k^ x kß. Equations (15) show that 
M,^ = iV,̂  = Z,^ = y,^ = 0 for a^ß. 
Similarly, if we write y, from g e H[ in the form 
a, ß 
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^' - \y, S 
and spUt a, ß, y, ô accordingly into â ,̂ ß^p, y^ß, ö^ we get also cc^ß = ß^ß = y^ß = 
= a^ß ~ О for а ф jS. This means that the isotropy group H[ splits into the direct 
product of subgroups of 0(2k^). So we can solve equations (5) separately for each 
index a. This also means that every Darboux 2-motion can be written as a product 
of Darboux 2-motions having only one characteristic value of the tangent operator, 
multiplied possibly by a certain translation or by a certain plane motion. For the 
sake of simplicity let us deal from now on with one block only and let us drop indices 
a and ß. Equations (14) are automatically satisfied, because now D = IE. 
Denote 'A the skew-symmetric part of 'о^^, f = 1, 2, 3. Then 
M = 0)11 , M - / 7 u ^ i i - ^11^11 . 
^A = 4ш^1 + ^iiCOii + Wii^Ji - 2^у11Ш11^11 + ;7uû>ii - ( У Ц ^ ' Ц . 
For the skew-symmetric part of (5) we get — 4ai ^A = ^A and the substitution yields 
+ 2À fNY - YN + MX + XM + 2{XY - YZ), 
\MY + YM + XN - NX + 2{X^ + Y^), 
MY+ YM + XN - NX - 2(X^ + Y^ 
-MX - XM + YN - NY + 2{XY- YX) 
After taking hnear combinations in (16) we get 
(17) XY-YX = 0, X^ + Y^ = {À^ ~ a,)E, where â  - Я' ^ 0 , 
MX + XM + NY - YN + Y' = MY + YM + XN ~ NX - X' == 0 . 
Denoting X + iY = Z, N + iM = F, 7(^1 - Я )̂ = /i, / = ^̂  - 1, we get 
(18) Z .2^ = li^E and Z .¥ - F ,Z =^ Z', 
where Z^ = —Z,F'^= —F and the bar denotes the conjugate. 
Elements y^ from the group И\ can be written in the form 
^' ^ \ß a ) ' ^^^^^ yifi^ ^ • 
If we write у = a + iß, we have yy^ = E so H[ becomes the unitary group U(k) 
and its Lie algebra consists of all matrices of the form L= r + is, where L + U = 0, 
So F belongs to the Lie algebra of Я^ and the action of Я^ on Z is Z = yZy'^. 
Now we have to consider two cases: 
oc) /z = 0. Then Z . Z^ = 0 and so Z = 0. Equations (18) are automatically satisfied. 
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Because F is in the Lie algebra of the isotropy group H[, we can change the lift 
of g(t) (up to a constant matrix) so as to make F vanish. 
ß) /г > 0. Let now the unitary group U{k) act on a unitary vector space of dimension 
к with an orthonormal base ê , f = 1, ..., k. Then for the unitary scalar product 
(w, v) of vectors и and v we get {u, v) = u^ . v, where и and v are columns of 
coordinates of the vectors и and v. Let us define a new form [w, t;] = u^Zv. 
We get 
[M, y] = (u, Zv) = (Zv, U) = — (Z^y, ü) = —v^Zu = — [t;, w] , 
and so [M, y] is skew-symmetric. Now we can require the first equation of (18) 
to be satisfied. Having in mind that the unitary group acts transitively on direc-
tions, we can change the orthonormal base ei in such a way that Z assumes the 
form 
where E is the /c/2 x /c/2 unit matrix and so к must be an even number. (This 
means that the multiplicity of Я is even.) 
We can write F similarly as in (19) in the form 
^ \-B^,c)' 
where A, B, С are complex /c/2 x /c/2 matrices with A + Ä^ = С + C^ = 0. The 
second equation from (18) gives 
(20) /̂  U ^ ^ s r 
B, A ~ С \ _ /0, -fi'E 
Ä - C, В - B^J ~ [lii'E, 0 
Equations A-{-Ä^ = C+C^ = 0 say that the main diagonal of ^ — С is pure 
imaginary. This gives //' = 0 and so ft = const, and â  = const. Further we have 
B^ = B, С = Ä and so 
(21) F = f ^ ' Y) w^^^ A + Ä^ = 0 and B^ = B. 
The new isotropy group Я2 is a subgroup of U(k) which preserves Z, so it is the 
group of all unitary matrices of the form 
h = ( ^' ^ 
\-s, r 
and so F belongs to the Lie algebra of H2. At this moment we again have to distin­
guish two cases: 
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a) rjQi = 0. In this case there are no main components (rj cannot be changed by 
action of H2 and so we can only change the lift of g{t) in such a way that F be 
zero). The Frenet frame (the canonical lift of g{t)) will be fixed up to a constant 
matrix from H2- We see also immediately that ^^ = 0 and we have to solve (13) 
only to get the invariants of the motion. 
ß) >/oi + Ö- It is easy to realize that H2 is the symplectic group of order /c/2 over 
quaternions, so H2 = Sp (/c/2). The symplectic group is the group of all matrices q 
with quaternion elements such that q . (q^y = E, where iota denotes the con-
jugate quaternion. 
Sp (/c/2) acts in a natural way on a vector space of dimension /c/2 over quaterions 
and it is known (see [l]) that this action is transitive on directions, so we can change 
the lift of g{t) in such a way that 
^ 0 1 = 
where v > 0 is a real number. We must now solve (9) for ^5oi; this yields ^^oi = 0. 
Les us write 
'Joi 
where p is a column with к entries, the first one equal to v, the others equal to zero. 
After a substitution we get 
(22) {3XE + M)p = 0, {3X - N)p = p\ 
Since 3X — N is skew-symmetric, we get p' = 0 and so v = const. Taking into acount 
that p has only the first element different from zero, we see that the first columns 
of ЗЯ£ + M and of 3X — iV are equal to zero. This shows that the new isotropy 
group H2 will be Sp (/c/2 — 1); there are no main components, because the re-
maining components are in the Lie algebra of Я3. So we can put the remaining 
components equal to zero and the Frenet frame is fixed up to a constant element 
from Sp (/c/2 - 1). 
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where each even row or column represents (/c/2 — 1) rows or columns, œ^ ̂  written 
in a similar way will be 
(24) 











































From (23) and (24) we see that for the Frenet lift (F, F) of g{t) we get two sets 
of independent differential equations (apart from the last two rows, which will be 
discussed separately). After a suitable permutation of vectors in F = {A, e^, ..., e„} 
and F = {Я, ëj, ..., ê„} we can write them in the following form: 
Equations for F: 
(25) a) A' = ve^, e[ 
е'г 
4/г^2 ~ 2^^3 > 
-4Я^2 "~ А̂̂ з̂ . 
Ь) e\,,= 
-2,i 
ел : = 
1162 J + Xe^j, 
-Xe^j - iie^j, 
-Xe2,i + fie-^j, 
where i = 1, ..., /c/2 — 1. 
Equations for F (let us leave out the bars) 
c) A' --= v^i, e[ = 4fie2 — 4Àe^ , 
^2 = — 4juei + 2Я^4 , 
^3 = 4Xei + 2/xe4 , 
^4 = —21^2 — 2/гез . 
d) ^i,i = /^^2,, 
4 , i = - / ^ ^ 1 . 
^3,1 = ^^^1,1 
4 , . = ^^2,г 
- '^^a.i. 
- Яе4,^, 
~ Ai^4,. . 
+ /^^3,i. 
where again i = 1, . . . , /c/2 — 1. 
Denote e = ^/(Я^ H- Â )̂. It is convenient to write solutions of (25) in a matrix 
form. So denote by Qu 92,ь 9ъ^ QA-J the solution of a), b), c), d), respectively. Initial 
conditions are chosen in such a way that all these matrices are equal to the identity 
matrix at Г = 0. Then 
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9i = -; 
8 
, О 
(/г̂  sin 4et + 1)? sin 2гг), jû  cos 4еГ + )} cos 2et 
~ (1 - cos 4er) 





, pLB. sin 4er 
(cos28f - 1) , -Яesin2er 
(2 sin let - sin 4ef) , Ядi(cos let - cos 4ег) 
0 , 0 , 0 
—/ie sin 4e^, Яг sin 2г ,̂ Я/х (со52г^ — cos 4et) 
z^ cos 4г^ , 0 , — Яг sin 4гГ 
О , г^ cos 2г ,̂ ~/^гsin2гf 
Яг sin 4г^ , \xz sin 28Г, )? cos 4гГ + /x̂  cos 2гГ 
а̂ з = 
, 0 , 0 
, г̂  cos 4г^ , --^гsin4гt 
(1 — cos 4гг), [хг sin 4г^ , /х̂  cos 4г^ + )? cos 28t 
(cos 48t — 1), — Яе sin 4гГ, Я/х(со8 2гГ — cos 4гг) 
"1 






-О , Яг sin 2г^ 
0 
Яг sin 4г^ , 
Я/̂ (cos 2г^ — cos 4г^) , 
Я̂  cos 4гГ + р?' cos 2гГ, 
/18 sin 2г^ , 
0 
0 
— Яг sin 2е^ 




s^o^st, —fi sin et, —usiner, 
fi sin et, ß cos ßt, О , 
^ sin ef, 0 » e cos et, 
0 Ô sin et, —ß sin et. 
0 
-<5 sin et 
IX sin et 
e cos et 
where (5 = Я for g24 and ^ — ^Я for 0̂ 4̂ .̂ 
Denote G^ = 1̂6̂ 3 S G ^ Qz^gl]- Then 
« .= ( ; : ,» ) 
and 
(26) 
'fi^ + Â  cos let, 0 - Я8 sin let Я/х(1 — cos 28Г) 
0 , /̂ ^ + Я̂  cos 2ef, Я/̂ (cos let — 1), —Яг sin let 
Xe sin 2er , X\i(\ - cos 2ег), /i^ + X^ cos 2еГ, 0 
Я/l(cos 28f - 1), Яе sin 2еГ , 0 , jû  + Я̂  cos 2еГ 
(27) Г = 
О 
О 
— (cos let — 1) 
0 
Let us return again to the original situation of more characteristic values Я,̂  of со̂  1. 
For G from (26) let us write G{X^ and for Tfrom (27) let us write T{X^ in case that 
it corresponds to a characteristic value X^ of соц with a multiplicity k^. 
Finally, we write 





"0(Я,), 0, . . . , 0 
0, G{X,), . . . , 0 
0, 0, . . . , G{X, 
where «̂ is a /ĉ  x 1 matrix which has 4 x 1 matrices as elements, g^ is a /ĉ  x k^ 
matrix which has 4 x 4 matrices as elements. 
If /i = 0 for some X^, then the multiplicity of X^ need not be an even number and 
the expressions for t^ and g^ will become simpler. In this case 
(29) t„ = 
0 




cos 2t, — sin It, 
sin It, cos 2t, 
0 
0 
cos2(, —sin It 
sin 2(, cos 2f 
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where t^ is a column with 2k^ elements and g^ is a 2k^ x 2k^ matrix; it expresses the 
direct product of k^ plane rotations. 
Finally, we must solve the differential equation for the last two rows. From (8a) 
we know that this system of differential equations can be solved independently of 
those above. So let [A, e^, 62], {Л, e^, 62} be a frame in E2 and in £2» respectively. 
The differential equations for them will be 
(30) A' = ae^ , e[ = be2 , e2 = ~ be^ , 
A' = — a ë i , Q[ — bc2 ? ^2 — ~bQ2 J 
where a and b satisfy (13). The solution of (13) is 
a = ß{y + sin 4eoty^^ , b = 28o V(y' - ! ) ( ? + sin 4eoO"^ > 
where y ^ 1, jß ^ 0 are constants and во = л/а^. The solution of (30) are two ma­
trices, say g^ for the first, g^ for the second equation. Then 
95 = 
1, 0 




T - ^ f'^ ^̂ ^ "̂ ^̂ ^ + 1 - cos 2eoA 
°''2^7[^{y'-l){l-cos2t) ' ' 
д/(у^ — 1) sin Izfyt , у cos IËQÎ + sin 2eQf 
Further we get 
(31) 
denote to = IT^. 
-1 _ / 1 . 0 \ 
Theorem 2. T/ïe matrix of any Darboux 2-motion in E„ can be written in the 
following form: 
(32) (̂0 
1, 0, . . . , 0, 0 
ti, 01, . . . , 0, 0 
f„, 0, ...,g„/0 
to, 0, . . . , 0, £j 
where ï j , . . . , t^, g^, ...,g„ are given by (28) or (29), t^ is given by (31), £ is the 2 x 2 
identity matrix, m is the number of different characteristic roots of соц. 
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To simplify the final form of our result, let us change the parameter t of the motion 
in such a way that aj = 1. Then of course the condition Â  = 1 must be omitted. 
Let us remark that in that case JLI^ = 0 means 1^ = 1. 
Theorem 3. Let the following numbers Я ,̂ ..., A ,̂ y^, ..., -ŷ ,̂ ß, у, /c ,̂ ..., /c,„, ô^, Ô2 
be given in such a way that 
0 ^P "̂ p ß, У cire real numbers, ki are natural numbers, i = 1, ..., m, 
ii) Aj > Я2 > ... > ^m > 0, v̂  ^ 0, jS ^ 0, y ^ 1, 0^ and Ô2 are equal to zero 
or one, 
m 
iii) l^^ki + 0^ + Ô2 = n, 
iv) Af Ф 1 implies ki even, 
v) <5i = 0 iffß = 0; (̂ 2 = 0 iffy = 1; ^^ = 1 implies S^ == L T/ien there is exactly 
one Darboux 2-motion in E„ which has given numbers as its invariants in the 
sense described above, ô^, Ô2 are connected with the appearance of the last two 
rows and columns. All Darboux 2-motions in E„ which are not motions in any 
En-1 are those described above. 
Theorem 4. All trajectories of any Darboux 2-motion in £„ are either ellipses 
or direct line segments. 
Proof. For any trajectory we have X'" + Z ' = 0. Integration yields the desired 
result. 
Remark . In £2 there is only one Darboux 2-motion, namely the elliptical motion, 
in £3 we have also only one Darboux 2-motion, namely that originally described 
by Darboux (see [2]). In £4 we have two Darboux 2-motions, either k^ = 2, d^ — 
= (5̂  = 0 (with Ai Ф 1 and Aj = 1 as subcases) or fc^ = 1, ^1 = ^2 = 1-
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